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Silvia Chang  
405021445  

Project Title: GMO Matters: The Potential Crisis and 
Possible Solution 

 

I. Introduction of Group Project 

A. Motivation and Background Information  

Purpose 1: Introduce the issue of genetically modified organism to the 

audiences  

Purpose 2: Analyze the pros and cons of genetically modified organism and 

provide solutions to the audiences  

Purpose 3: Urge for audiences’ attention to genetically modified organism 

issue in general, more specifically, in Taiwan  

 

B. Short Introduction: Consumers nowadays should be aware of the issue of 

genetically modified organism because it has a huge effect on human’s health; 

as an individual, what we can do is to check for the Traceable Agriculture 

Product (TAP) icon, to buy local non-GMO or organic foods, to participate in 

protest movements, and to encourage others to pay attention to the issue. 

 

II. Project Content Explanations: Content, Text level 
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A. Minor Focus:  

This is the mind map for the whole group project:  

 

This is the outline of the whole group project as well as the website’s navigation bar:  
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B. Focus: You own/collaborative sub-page theme(s)  

 

Table 1. List of Links to My Google Site Production of the Apps/Software Adopted 
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Apps/Software  Cacoo  

Google Site https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home 

Apps/Software Canva  

Google Site https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home

/our-solution-our-product 

Apps/Software Google Site 

Google Site https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home

/my-team 

Apps/Software Powtoon  

Google Site https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home

/my-team/silvia-chang 

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home

/possible-solutions/individual 

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home

/our-solution-our-product 

 

Fig. 1: Cacoo  

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home  

Explanations: I use Cacoo to create the mind map for the group project in order to let 

the viewers understand better about the content’s structure.  
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Fig. 2: Canva  

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/our-solution-our-

product  

Explanations: I use Canva to create the poster in order to promote the group’s 

imaginary product idea.  

 

 

Fig. 3: Google Site  
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https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/my-team  

Explanations: I use Google Site to present our group project and to organize our 

materials.  

 

 

Fig. 4: Powtoon  

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/my-team/silvia-c

hang 

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/possible-solution

s/individual 

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/our-solution-our-

product 

Explanations: I use Powtoon to convey information in a more vivid and attractive 

way.  
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C. Self-Evaluation of the Group Project 

My role is the leader of the team. After our instructor gave us some suggestion 

for the topic, I went to do some research and came up with a mind map and outline for 

our final project. The outline of the project consists of five parts: the definition of 

GMO, relating companies of GMO, pros and cons of GMO, possible solution to the 

issue, and our solution to the issue. I sent all the materials I had collected and the 

skeleton of our project to my group members via LINE. I also elaborated some of the 

details in the project including what is our main point, what is our position toward this 

topic, what should be included in each part, and what we are going to do for our 

solution, which is also an imaginary product idea. After that, I divided the group work 

into five parts according to the outline. Since our final project’s target audiences are 

those who know nothing about the GMO issue, so the first two parts serve as the 

introduction for our project. In “The Definition of GMO” part, I plan to introduce not 

only the definition of GMO but also its history and products as well.  

After my discussion with the member who was responsible for this part, we think 

it would also be a good idea to introduce organic food as well. For the “Relating 

Companies” part, I originally think our group should focusing on Monsanto and the 

cases of Monsanto to do a case study; but after the discussion, our group thought it 

would be better if we let the audiences know more about other companies as well 
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since other companies also have their impact on this issue. I thought it would be 

interesting if our group using a reporter’s perspective to approach this issue, so “Pros 

and Cons of GMO” part is designed for this purpose. For the “Possible Solution” part, 

I consulted the instructor and divided it into three parts: government, society, and 

individual according to the instructor’s suggestion. For the “Our Solution (Our 

Product)” part, it was entirely my own design. I am in charge of the imaginary 

product ideas and the outcome. I am also in charge of Google Site maintenance, 

designing layout of our site, organization of our project, and as I mentioned, the 

structure of our group project.  

My group members are open-minded for my ideas, but the lack of idea sharing in 

our group is something I considered as the limitation of our project. Sometimes it was 

difficult for me to organized or be in charge of everything in the project because of the 

time limit. As the only person in the group to contribute ideas and to structure and 

organize the project, it was hard for me to polish the details or to perfect the result.  

 

III. Apps and Software Adopted in the Group Project 

Cacoo:  

1. Introduction to the app: Cacoo is a user-friendly web software used for 

designing and drawing diagrams or mind map. Website link: www.cacoo.com 
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2. The reason I want to use this app: First, it allows users export their file in 

different form in free trial version. Second, it has some useful features which Xmind 

does not have, such as the elbow line which allows the user moving individual shapes 

without destroying the whole structure of the map. Third, I like the color and the 

design of the materials in the mind map.  

   3. Explain the application of this app: The functions of Cacoo are basically the 

same as other mind mapping tool, yet it provides some user-friendly features such as 

grids and automatically lining up with other shapes. The users may also select multi 

shapes or lines and change their designs or font sizes altogether. However, as the 

users’ mind map become larger, it becomes more difficult for the users to locate the 

shapes. In order to solve this problem, I constantly zoom in and zoom out by using the 

tool on the bottom. The use of Cacoo is to let audiences understand the outline of our 

project by providing a clear mind map; the audiences will know what to expect or 

learn from our project via this map. It also shows the skeleton and structure of our 

project. The audiences can get quick access to our materials and subtopics by looking 

at this mind map that generated by using Cacoo.  
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This is the elbow line I had mentioned on above.  
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Canva:  

1. Introduction to the app: Canva is a simplified graphic-design tool website 

where the user can create business cards, postcards, posters, and magazines quickly 

by using simple methods. Website link: www.canva.com 

2. The reason I want to use this app: First of all, the website provides free 

service and allows the users to download their work even in the free trial version. 

Second, it is easy to use and does not require a lot of design skills. Third, I like their 

templates.  

   3. Explain the application of this app: I used this website for making the poster 

and promotion materials for our product. The use of Canva is to let the viewer 

understand our product by providing concept art and poster. These posters serve as 

promotion for our product. The users of Canva do not need to have design skills to 

use this website because they provide many templates and fonts as well as graphic 

materials for the users to choose. There is no special technique required when it 

comes to Canva; the users only need to have some idea of design while using. The 

interface above is useful when you need to position your material automatically. I 

think the most difficult part is to figure out where to place the sentences or slogan.  

Even though the website provides the grids, the users still need to rearrange the 

materials according to their own design. I enlarge the screen inside the website in 
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order to have a better. 

 

Not only the text but the graphics and illustrations also required the users’ aesthetic on 

a certain degree. 
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Google Site:  

1. Introduction to the app: Google Sites is a structured web page-creation tool 

offered by Google to let anyone be able to create simple web sites that support 

collaboration between different editors. 

2. The reason I want to use this app: First of all, it was one of the required 

tools for this class’s project. Second, Google Site’s layout and interface are clean, 

user-friendly, and precise; it can present most of our materials and works effectively. 

Third, it is easy for collaborative editing; every member of our group can access the 

site easily. 

3. Explain the application of this app: The use of Google Site is to let 

audiences view the information of GMO and our project clearly in organized web 

pages. Google site allows the user to insert YouTube links, article sources, multimedia 

into the site easily, so this fit into our requirements. The users can find all the 

functions they need on the right part of the site. The users only need to drag the 

sections they want into the page; the users can also rearrange them easily by dragging 

them around.  

The difficulty is that when the users put several sections in one area, it will not line up 

as it should, so I put some space between different sections by inserting the text box 

without actually enter any text or messages. 
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If the users want a template to create their website, Google Site also provides some 

simple template for them to choose. The users only need to drag the section into the 

page and insert their photos or texts.  
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Powtoon:  

1. Introduction to the app: Powtoon is a cloud-based software for creating 

animated presentations and animated explainer videos. 

2. The reason I want to use this app: First of all, it makes the presentation 

become more eye-catching and interesting. Second, it conveys ideas in a short period 

of time, which makes the Internet generation people more likely to click into the 

video. Third, users can easily add their Powtoon to YouTube.  

   3. Explain the application of this app: The users can create a Powtoon from 

blank slide or they can use temples. Unfortunately, many fancy templates require 

premium account. So I can only use some of them and rearrange most materials by 

myself. However, Powtoon is still a good app to use on presentation due to its vivid 

animations. The use of Powtoon is to catch audiences’ attention to the issue of GMO 

and to create an easy-understanding animation to explain our product and solution of 

the GMO issue.  

Most materials the users may need are on the right; under the slide is the animation 

timeline, the users may decide which object and when that object will appears. The 

difficulty is that the free trial version always has the company’s logo on the 

down-right corner of the slide; it will block some of the objects on the slide. While the 

animation is playing, the logo will become a bit smaller than the edit version has 
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shown, so I need to make sure the logo will not block any materials by playing the 

animation after I finished editing. 

 

Make sure it does not block my content.  
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When I First learned the Apps/Software/Platform 

Cacoo:  

At first, I was not familiar with the interface, so I did not know it is possible to use 

specific lines to make the process of dragging shapes around easier. I had trouble to 

move the shapes around wherever I like. Originally I thought it was the major 

problem of this website, but then I discover that certain tools can help. 

This is the outcome of my in-class practice. Link: 

https://cacoo.com/diagrams/o2Kg88qwCUVop2t8/567EA 
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Canva:  

The first time I use Canva is for creative project of Greek Mythology class. Our group 

decided to do a magazine by using the free trial version of Canva. Unfortunately, 

some of the features we needed require a premium account; we also needed to 

generate high-quality pages in order to print them in magazine form. In the end, one 

of the group members paid for the service; we successfully printed out our pages. I 

learned a lesson by this experience that people need to have back-up plans every time. 

Also, even though some websites may seem to be free in general, some key features 
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are still limited to premium users.  

 

 

Google Site:  

Since I had created many websites before, the experience of learning how to use 

Google Site did not trouble me too much. However, I did encounter a problem where I 

failed to make certain subpage become a navigation page, which means the viewers 

cannot click that subpage; the subpage only serves as a navigation page instead, yet it 

will show on the navigation bar. I found out that Google Site does not have this 

feature for subpages, so I edited the supposed-to-be navigation page and make it clear 

to the viewers about its purpose. Link of my practice site: 

https://sites.google.com/view/in-class-practice-201904-26/home 
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Powtoon:  

Powtoon is a fun tool to use and to present. However, I used to mess up with the 

timeline because when the more props or objects the users add, the more complicate 

the timeline will become. It took me a while to understand the correct way to arrange 
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the timeline. The tutorial group certainly offered a lot of help. 

 

When the users move props from place A to B, it will also make the timeline become 

more complicate. Link for my in-class practice: 

https://www.powtoon.com/c/cuqyAlV6BZf/1/m 
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IV. Conclusion: Reflections and Thoughts for Creating This Project 

Since I organized and structure this project on my own, I learned a lot about how 

to select, collect, and organize the information I had find. A good project is not only 

about the content but also about the way it presents to the viewers; by using the 

websites and apps I had learned throughout the semester, I can achieve that goal. I 

also learned about how to effectively communicate with the group members by using 

other software such as ZOOM. In the age of bilateral communication, using creativity 

and learning to cooperate with others are important for solving problems. I would like 

to express my gratitude to my instructor, for the instructor’s patience, caring, and 

inspiring. It was a good learning experience. 
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Silvia Chang 

405021445 

Project Title: GMO Matters: The Potential Crisis and Possible Solution



I. Introduction of Group Project

A. Motivation and Background Information 

Purpose 1: Introduce the issue of genetically modified organism to the audiences 

Purpose 2: Analyze the pros and cons of genetically modified organism and provide solutions to the audiences 

Purpose 3: Urge for audiences’ attention to genetically modified organism issue in general, more specifically, in Taiwan 



B. Short Introduction: Consumers nowadays should be aware of the issue of genetically modified organism because it has a huge effect on human’s health; as an individual, what we can do is to check for the Traceable Agriculture Product (TAP) icon, to buy local non-GMO or organic foods, to participate in protest movements, and to encourage others to pay attention to the issue.



II. Project Content Explanations: Content, Text level

A. Minor Focus: 

This is the mind map for the whole group project: 



This is the outline of the whole group project as well as the website’s navigation bar: 





B. Focus: You own/collaborative sub-page theme(s) 



Table 1. List of Links to My Google Site Production of the Apps/Software Adopted

		Apps/Software 

		Cacoo 



		Google Site

		https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home



		Apps/Software

		Canva 



		Google Site

		https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/our-solution-our-product



		Apps/Software

		Google Site



		Google Site

		https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/my-team



		Apps/Software

		Powtoon 



		Google Site

		https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/my-team/silvia-chang

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/possible-solutions/individual

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/our-solution-our-product







Fig. 1: Cacoo 

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home 

Explanations: I use Cacoo to create the mind map for the group project in order to let the viewers understand better about the content’s structure. 





Fig. 2: Canva 

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/our-solution-our-product 

Explanations: I use Canva to create the poster in order to promote the group’s imaginary product idea. 





Fig. 3: Google Site 

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/my-team 

Explanations: I use Google Site to present our group project and to organize our materials. 





Fig. 4: Powtoon 

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/my-team/silvia-chang

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/possible-solutions/individual

https://sites.google.com/view/2019-group-3-final-project-gmo/home/our-solution-our-product

Explanations: I use Powtoon to convey information in a more vivid and attractive way. 











C. Self-Evaluation of the Group Project

My role is the leader of the team. After our instructor gave us some suggestion for the topic, I went to do some research and came up with a mind map and outline for our final project. The outline of the project consists of five parts: the definition of GMO, relating companies of GMO, pros and cons of GMO, possible solution to the issue, and our solution to the issue. I sent all the materials I had collected and the skeleton of our project to my group members via LINE. I also elaborated some of the details in the project including what is our main point, what is our position toward this topic, what should be included in each part, and what we are going to do for our solution, which is also an imaginary product idea. After that, I divided the group work into five parts according to the outline. Since our final project’s target audiences are those who know nothing about the GMO issue, so the first two parts serve as the introduction for our project. In “The Definition of GMO” part, I plan to introduce not only the definition of GMO but also its history and products as well. 

After my discussion with the member who was responsible for this part, we think it would also be a good idea to introduce organic food as well. For the “Relating Companies” part, I originally think our group should focusing on Monsanto and the cases of Monsanto to do a case study; but after the discussion, our group thought it would be better if we let the audiences know more about other companies as well since other companies also have their impact on this issue. I thought it would be interesting if our group using a reporter’s perspective to approach this issue, so “Pros and Cons of GMO” part is designed for this purpose. For the “Possible Solution” part, I consulted the instructor and divided it into three parts: government, society, and individual according to the instructor’s suggestion. For the “Our Solution (Our Product)” part, it was entirely my own design. I am in charge of the imaginary product ideas and the outcome. I am also in charge of Google Site maintenance, designing layout of our site, organization of our project, and as I mentioned, the structure of our group project. 

My group members are open-minded for my ideas, but the lack of idea sharing in our group is something I considered as the limitation of our project. Sometimes it was difficult for me to organized or be in charge of everything in the project because of the time limit. As the only person in the group to contribute ideas and to structure and organize the project, it was hard for me to polish the details or to perfect the result. 



III. Apps and Software Adopted in the Group Project

Cacoo: 

1. Introduction to the app: Cacoo is a user-friendly web software used for designing and drawing diagrams or mind map. Website link: www.cacoo.com

2. The reason I want to use this app: First, it allows users export their file in different form in free trial version. Second, it has some useful features which Xmind does not have, such as the elbow line which allows the user moving individual shapes without destroying the whole structure of the map. Third, I like the color and the design of the materials in the mind map. 

	  3. Explain the application of this app: The functions of Cacoo are basically the same as other mind mapping tool, yet it provides some user-friendly features such as grids and automatically lining up with other shapes. The users may also select multi shapes or lines and change their designs or font sizes altogether. However, as the users’ mind map become larger, it becomes more difficult for the users to locate the shapes. In order to solve this problem, I constantly zoom in and zoom out by using the tool on the bottom. The use of Cacoo is to let audiences understand the outline of our project by providing a clear mind map; the audiences will know what to expect or learn from our project via this map. It also shows the skeleton and structure of our project. The audiences can get quick access to our materials and subtopics by looking at this mind map that generated by using Cacoo. 



This is the elbow line I had mentioned on above. 




Canva: 

1. Introduction to the app: Canva is a simplified graphic-design tool website where the user can create business cards, postcards, posters, and magazines quickly by using simple methods. Website link: www.canva.com

2. The reason I want to use this app: First of all, the website provides free service and allows the users to download their work even in the free trial version. Second, it is easy to use and does not require a lot of design skills. Third, I like their templates. 

	  3. Explain the application of this app: I used this website for making the poster and promotion materials for our product. The use of Canva is to let the viewer understand our product by providing concept art and poster. These posters serve as promotion for our product. The users of Canva do not need to have design skills to use this website because they provide many templates and fonts as well as graphic materials for the users to choose. There is no special technique required when it comes to Canva; the users only need to have some idea of design while using. The interface above is useful when you need to position your material automatically. I think the most difficult part is to figure out where to place the sentences or slogan. 

Even though the website provides the grids, the users still need to rearrange the materials according to their own design. I enlarge the screen inside the website in order to have a better.



Not only the text but the graphics and illustrations also required the users’ aesthetic on a certain degree.






Google Site: 

1. Introduction to the app: Google Sites is a structured web page-creation tool offered by Google to let anyone be able to create simple web sites that support collaboration between different editors.

2. The reason I want to use this app: First of all, it was one of the required tools for this class’s project. Second, Google Site’s layout and interface are clean, user-friendly, and precise; it can present most of our materials and works effectively. Third, it is easy for collaborative editing; every member of our group can access the site easily.

3. Explain the application of this app: The use of Google Site is to let audiences view the information of GMO and our project clearly in organized web pages. Google site allows the user to insert YouTube links, article sources, multimedia into the site easily, so this fit into our requirements. The users can find all the functions they need on the right part of the site. The users only need to drag the sections they want into the page; the users can also rearrange them easily by dragging them around. 

The difficulty is that when the users put several sections in one area, it will not line up as it should, so I put some space between different sections by inserting the text box without actually enter any text or messages.



If the users want a template to create their website, Google Site also provides some simple template for them to choose. The users only need to drag the section into the page and insert their photos or texts. 






Powtoon: 

1. Introduction to the app: Powtoon is a cloud-based software for creating animated presentations and animated explainer videos.

2. The reason I want to use this app: First of all, it makes the presentation become more eye-catching and interesting. Second, it conveys ideas in a short period of time, which makes the Internet generation people more likely to click into the video. Third, users can easily add their Powtoon to YouTube. 

	  3. Explain the application of this app: The users can create a Powtoon from blank slide or they can use temples. Unfortunately, many fancy templates require premium account. So I can only use some of them and rearrange most materials by myself. However, Powtoon is still a good app to use on presentation due to its vivid animations. The use of Powtoon is to catch audiences’ attention to the issue of GMO and to create an easy-understanding animation to explain our product and solution of the GMO issue. 

Most materials the users may need are on the right; under the slide is the animation timeline, the users may decide which object and when that object will appears. The difficulty is that the free trial version always has the company’s logo on the down-right corner of the slide; it will block some of the objects on the slide. While the animation is playing, the logo will become a bit smaller than the edit version has shown, so I need to make sure the logo will not block any materials by playing the animation after I finished editing.



Make sure it does not block my content. 




When I First learned the Apps/Software/Platform

Cacoo: 

At first, I was not familiar with the interface, so I did not know it is possible to use specific lines to make the process of dragging shapes around easier. I had trouble to move the shapes around wherever I like. Originally I thought it was the major problem of this website, but then I discover that certain tools can help.

This is the outcome of my in-class practice. Link: https://cacoo.com/diagrams/o2Kg88qwCUVop2t8/567EA





Canva: 

The first time I use Canva is for creative project of Greek Mythology class. Our group decided to do a magazine by using the free trial version of Canva. Unfortunately, some of the features we needed require a premium account; we also needed to generate high-quality pages in order to print them in magazine form. In the end, one of the group members paid for the service; we successfully printed out our pages. I learned a lesson by this experience that people need to have back-up plans every time. Also, even though some websites may seem to be free in general, some key features are still limited to premium users. 





Google Site: 

Since I had created many websites before, the experience of learning how to use Google Site did not trouble me too much. However, I did encounter a problem where I failed to make certain subpage become a navigation page, which means the viewers cannot click that subpage; the subpage only serves as a navigation page instead, yet it will show on the navigation bar. I found out that Google Site does not have this feature for subpages, so I edited the supposed-to-be navigation page and make it clear to the viewers about its purpose. Link of my practice site: https://sites.google.com/view/in-class-practice-201904-26/home









Powtoon: 

Powtoon is a fun tool to use and to present. However, I used to mess up with the timeline because when the more props or objects the users add, the more complicate the timeline will become. It took me a while to understand the correct way to arrange the timeline. The tutorial group certainly offered a lot of help.



When the users move props from place A to B, it will also make the timeline become more complicate. Link for my in-class practice: https://www.powtoon.com/c/cuqyAlV6BZf/1/m





IV. Conclusion: Reflections and Thoughts for Creating This Project

Since I organized and structure this project on my own, I learned a lot about how to select, collect, and organize the information I had find. A good project is not only about the content but also about the way it presents to the viewers; by using the websites and apps I had learned throughout the semester, I can achieve that goal. I also learned about how to effectively communicate with the group members by using other software such as ZOOM. In the age of bilateral communication, using creativity and learning to cooperate with others are important for solving problems. I would like to express my gratitude to my instructor, for the instructor’s patience, caring, and inspiring. It was a good learning experience.
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